you keep your employees

WITH

MOTIVATED AND HEALTHY

even when they
WORK FROM HOME

Now is the right moment to take care of
your employees’ health
Now, when we must ensure the colleagues’ distancing
in order to protect everyone, we need things that bring
them together. We need them to feel that we are with
them and we support them. By offering them 7card, we
give them tangible evidence of the fact that the
company takes care of their wellbeing.
Now is the most important moment to take care of our
colleagues, to keep them in shape and motivated,
connected to the company and their colleagues!
We offer you two products that complement each
other, and that completes the additional benefits for
your employees’ salary package: 7card Full and
7card@Home

7card Full
2 in 1, meaning also physical visits at the
gyms in the 7card network, and also
access to live or recorded classes through
7card@Home.
➔ Unlimited access to any gym from
the 7card network (1 visit / day)
➔ Unlimited access to live and
recorded online classes

7card@Home

An innovative product, unique on the
market in Romania, complementary to
7card Full. Sport and relaxation safely, at
home!
➔ Unlimited access to live and
recorded online classes

7card Full
Benefits for the company
➔ It can be offered to all the employees, regardless
their location (*accessing physical centers only in
locations from 55 cities)
➔ Flexibility in choosing the contribution level
(additional discounts granted the bigger such
contribution is)
➔ It does not involve additional administrative work
or the implementation of separated processes
➔ It allows the personalization through the
organization of offline and online classes
dedicated to the employees of a company – Gym
class (nutrition, yoga, motivation, etc.) for an
additional charge.
➔ High security and protection standards, both in
physical centers, and at online activities.

7card Full
Benefits for your employees
➔ The only full subscription in Romania (offline and online access):
◆ Access to more than 600+ relaxation & sport centers in 55 cities
and dozens of different activities, from gym, fitness, swimming
pool to escalade, dances, squash and many others.
◆ Unlimited access, 24 hours a day, to live and recorded classes
with local and international couches, directly from the application
or on your laptop/TV.
➔ Ideal for the people who want to combine going to the gym with sport
and relaxation from the comfort and safety of their home.
➔ Support of a group trainer for each class in @Home.
➔ Even with a minimum contribution from the company, it is the online
subscription with the lowest price in Romania. The employees can
offer it forward to 2 other friends for a good price.
➔ It is accessed from the mobile phone, directly in the 7card application,
available in Google Play, App Store or Huawei AppGallery.

7card@Home
Benefits for the company
➔ It can be offered to all the employees, regardless their
location (100% national coverage).
➔ A significantly lower price than 7card Full.
➔ Flexibility in choosing the pricing option: per subscriber or
fixed amount for a maximum number of users.
➔ It does not involve additional administrative work or the
implementation of separated processes.
➔ The access to the subscription is fast, in 24 hours from the
day of signing the contract.
➔ It allows the personalization through the organization of
online classes dedicated to the employees of a company –
Gym class (nutrition, yoga, motivation, etc.) for an
additional charge.
➔ The most secure form of sport and relaxation, both for the
company, and for its employees.

7card@Home

Benefits for your employees
➔ The most secure subscription for sport, relaxation, nutrition and
mindfulness in Romania!
◆ Ideal for people who don’t have access to an enough variety
of relaxation and sport centers in their locality.
➔ The best price (the same price both for the employee, and for
their friends).
➔ Unlimited access, 24 hours a day, to live and recorded classes
with local and international couches, directly from the application
or on your laptop/TV.
➔ Access to motivation and nutrition classes, to maintain the
employees’ mental health.
➔ Support of a group trainer for each class in @Home.

➔ Even with a minimum contribution from the company, it is the
online subscription with the lowest price in Romania. The
employees can offer it forward to 2 other friends.
➔ It is accessed from the mobile phone, directly in the 7card
application, available in Google Play, App Store or Huawei
AppGallery.

We support
you throughout the
collaboration period!

Personalized advice

Automated and easy management

We have a wide database of statistic information
by which we can advice you to:

7card is very easy to manage by the employer,
and we help you throughout the collaboration
period, from the users’ registration process, up
to a dedicated account manager for your
company, and call center for your colleagues
that contact us directly.

➔ choose the contribution optimal level of
the company relevant for the industry in
which you activate, and for the company
dimension;
➔ accurately estimate the number of
monthly active subscribers in order to
precisely determine the required monthly
budget;
➔ estimate how many employees will use in
one year this benefit, and what savings you
will make by paying monthly only for those who
have an active subscription.

Our ambition is such as no customer shall
spend while working with us more than 30
minutes each month (we rather spend every
extra minute together, by finding ideas for your
colleagues’ welfare, or for networking meetings
with career colleagues from other companies).

Progressive additional discounts
You offer your colleagues a 7card subscription, and pay minimum 25% of
the subscription price, and we bring progressive additional discounts. This way,
your colleagues reach the lowest possible price, and they come back to work
healthier and more relaxed.

Dedicated account manager
You will have an account manager for your company and access to the events
organized by us or by our partners.

Promotions and offers
We always have promotions and offers for your employees: invitations to the
events organized by our partners, free weekends for your employees who have not
tried (yet) 7card, online relax & play workshops for your team, plus personalized
communication materials for your company.

Next steps

1
You choose the contribution level, and
you tell us the number of subscribers
within your company.
You can choose from a partial
contribution (the company pays
minimum 25% from the monthly
subscription price, and the employee
pays the rest of the price), up to a full
contribution.
Depending on the number of active
subscribers, and on the company
contribution, we come with an
additional discounts grid of the price,
but also with a package of free
additional benefits for subscribers.

2
We establish together the date of
commencement of the
contract, we draw up and sign
the contract.

3
We offer you support throughout
the collaboration period.
We have automated tools for the
management of the 7card benefit
that you can use with no additional
charge but, what is more important
than that, we have a team that
helps you throughout the
collaboration period: you will have
a dedicated account manager for
your team, and at the 7card
customer support you will talk to
the nicest and kindest people. ☺

Contact us:
vreau@benefitseven.ro
www.7card.ro

